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PRODUCT UNDER TEST

TEST OBJECTIVES

What’s being tested? What are the business
and experience goals of the products?

What are the goals of the usability test?
What specifc questions will be answered?
What hypotheses will be tested?

Prototype for Wild Fork Foods website.

- Discover any issues with the user experience

- Make it easy to eat delicious meat
- in store, or delivered right to your door
- Provide quality products through a controlled
freezing process
- Create helpful content to help you cook and
have more fun in the process!
- Offer a guaranteed low price on all of our
products - so you can skip the restaurant and
have a great eating experience right at home

- Assess whether the website design provides
a clear path to purchase
- Assess the findability and discoverability of
specific content
- Gather feedback on layout, content and
priority/hierarchy

PARTICIPANTS

How many participants will be recruited?
What are their key characteristics?
3 participants recruited thru social media

What are the tasks?
Have a look at the website and see what sets
them apart from other online food stores.

They are between 30 and 50, married or
cohabitating, must have at least 1 child. Live in
the GTA and the household income must be
$80k or greater.

Find out if they deliver to your house.

A good mix of men and women spread out thru
the specified age group.

Buy enough steaks for your extended family of
10.

Not vegetarian.

Buy enough pork fork for your family for
tonight.

- Gather feedback and first impressions on
creative concepts

BUSINESS CASE

TEST TASK

Find out if you can order the food now and pick
it up on the way home.

Misato Okutso - observer
Peter Pallota - observer
Weimar Lee - facilitator
Nirav Sen - observer
Alex N - technical specialist
Adam Bernard - moderator

LOCATION & DATES

What equipment is required? How will you
record the data?

The test will address some functionality and
design issues for the design team, the results
of this test will improve the design for the next
iteration. Failing to answer these questions
now increases the risk of developing a product
that users won't like and reduce the sales of
the products.

Who is involved in the test and what are
their responsibilities?

Have a look at the site and learn more about
the statement "Frozen is Fresher".

EQUIPMENT

Why are we doing this test? What are the
benefits? What are the risks of not testing?

RESPONSIBILITIES

Where and when will the test take place?
When and how will the results be shared?

Desktop computer with webcam.
iPhone for the user to do the actual test on.

16 April 2018 - George Brown college
341 King street east, room 506 at 6:30pm

All sessions will be recorded via web cam or
screen sharing thru Quicktime and Join.Me

Results will be shared that evening after the
tests are done.

Other team members will take notes or what
the users are saying and how they are reacting
to the website.

PROCEDURE

What are the main steps in the test procedure?

0-5 Min

5-10 Min

10-45 Min

45-50 Min

50-55 Min

55-60 Min

Welcome and consent form

Pre-test interview, ask some probing
questions to get them comfortable with
talking about themselves and or the
site

Carry out the test tasks

Post-test questionnaire (double check
with the observers/stake holders to
see if they have any last questions
before the user leaves.)

Post-test interview, give them some
A/B comparisons to get their feedback

Debrief, thanks and pay incentive

